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Eastern European growth has laboured as a result of the eurozone

crisis. Yet overall economic growth continues to surpass that of Western Europe, says Per

Fischer, head of financial institutions CEE, Russia, CI, Baltics and Turkey at . And

with trade between Eastern and Western Europe remaining strong, these established trading

relationships could be reinforced if potential developments in the east of the continent come to

fruition

Eastern Europe has not escaped the effects of the eurozone crisis. The lethargic recovery of

their western neighbours in the wake of the 2008 global financial meltdown has created a

ripple effect and spread eastwards, afflicting the region with slower growth due to lower

demand and lower risk appetite from western investors.

But the picture varies across Eastern Europe; the region is not homogenous. And as with

Western Europe, the north is generally performing better than the south. Many northern

countries have shown resilience to the eurozone crisis, largely due to the reasonable

underlying health of their banking sectors and economies. In addition, high oil prices are

giving a boost to countries such as Russia.

Latvia is performing particularly well. Despite a huge GDP decrease of nearly 18% year-on-

year in 2009, it was declared the fastest-growing EU economy for a second consecutive year in

2012 – with GDP growth of 5.6%. And this was a continuing trend in the second quarter of this

year. In fact, the Baltic region as a whole (comprising of Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania) has

recovered well, with robust levels of GDP and export growth.

However, venture further south and the outlook is less rosy. For example, growth in Hungary

and the Czech Republic is sluggish, and Croatia and Slovenia have in fact seen negative growth

(latest figures show a decline of 1.7% and 0.7% respectively year-on-year in the second

quarter of 2013). Furthermore, political unrest remains an issue in countries such as Hungary

and Bulgaria, also weakening their trading prospects. 

Yet, despite Eastern Europe’s overall growth declining, recent GDP figures show that  average
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growth across the region was nearly 2% – far higher than in the EU, which experienced overall

growth of just 0.3% in the second quarter of 2013.

Indeed, with Eastern Europe significantly outperforming the West in terms of growth, there

are copious trading and investment opportunities in the region. And while not providing an

antidote to the problems of Western Europe, Eastern Europe’s importance as both part of the

EU and a partner to the EU has expanded – providing significant opportunities for companies

considering cross-border expansion.

Regional integration: narrowing the trading gap

Currently, Eastern Europe remains an important economic partner for Western Europe and

trade ties between the regions are strong. And with important developments in the pipeline

in parts of Eastern Europe, there is potential for trade between the regions to expand.

Latvia will become the eighteenth eurozone member in January 2014 and, through adopting

the euro, Latvian trade with common currency countries is likely to increase. As a recent

example, when Estonia joined the eurozone in 2011, its annual exports and imports soared by

38% and 37% respectively and its economy grew by 7.6%. The key advantage for corporates, of

course, will be reductions in trade costs — thus eliminating the need to buy and sell

currencies and to hedge exchange rate risks with futures or swaps. It is anticipated that

Lithuania, with a similar economic momentum to Latvia, will join the eurozone in 2015.

Further fuelling these Baltic trading opportunities is the proposed construction of a new

trans-European railway – Rail Baltica - linking Helsinki (Finland), Tallinn (Estonia), Riga (Latvia)

and Kaunas (Lithuania) to Warsaw (Poland) and Berlin (Germany). This would provide a vital

freight transport connection between the Baltic region and Central and Western Europe,

improving trading routes and therefore trading prospects between the cities and regions.

Elsewhere, Ukraine’s economy has been shrinking for 11 consecutive months (as at June 2013)

– its GDP decreased from 5.1% in 2011 to just 0.2% in 2012. And latest figures show negative

growth. But trading opportunities could be created if Ukraine signs a free trade agreement

with the EU at the end of November, as planned.

While this is stoking political tensions with Russia, (which imposed import restrictions on

some products from the Ukraine, and has threatened further measures if its markets become

flooded by competitive goods from the EU due to Kiev removing import duties) the move

could result in a boost to its economy.

It is believed closer economic integration between the Ukraine and EU will expand the

Ukraine's access to the European market and encourage further European investment. The

agreement would enable corporates in the EU to benefit from eliminated or reduced trading

tariffs, the possibility of price advantages and improved conditions for foreign direct

investments.                   

Approaching risk with caution

In the meantime, as Eastern European growth has slowed, Western corporate trading

behaviour with the region has altered; despite the overall trading relationship remaining

healthy, the interest in dealing with the region has become more ‘country-selective’. For

lesser-performing countries, and particularly for those experiencing political problems – such

as the Czech Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria – Western corporates are more reluctant to

invest. Western Europe continues to trade with more promising countries such as Russia,

though many also remain wary of the political risks inherent in Russian trade.

 

Yet many Eastern Europeean banks are in a solid position to support trade and mitigate risk in

these harsher economic times. Indeed, the diminished growth and political upheaval

affecting parts of Eastern Europe has meant that letters of credit (LCs) have become more

important than ever and remain the most appropriate means of mitigating payment risk in

markets such as Eastern Europe. The post-crisis environment has resulted in LCs now being

used in countries that previously weren’t considered risky and had become used to trading on

open account (Poland, for example, which has so far managed to avoid a recession

altogether). As such, while the opportunities in Eastern Europe are apparent, selecting the

right banking partner is critical.

 

A strong and committed banking system

Despite post-crisis concern that Western banks would deleverage and therefore divest from

Eastern Europe, this has proved unfounded. While some banks did pull back, selling

subsidiaries to other banks, the major players remained. Indeed, many Western European
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financial institutions increased their investments with local banks to seek growth

opportunities beyond their sluggish domestic markets.

 

Certainly, Eastern European banks are growing stronger – not least due to healthy acquisition

activity across the region. For instance, Russia’s state-owned Sberbank has purchased

Volksbank’s operations in Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Ukraine,

Serbia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

 

Perhaps the most significant shift in Eastern European banking is the halt in growth through

the financing of private consumption. In fact, both local and Western banks are taking in more

domestic deposits, which are proving to be an important source of bank funding. And while

this might not provide immediate substantial growth, it is helping to put the banking sector

on a sustainable footing with respect to funding.

 

The region’s trade also benefits significantly from the support of the European Bank for

Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). By providing guarantees to international confirming

banks, its Trade Facilitation Programme shoulders the economic and political payment risks of

trade transactions.

 

The EBRD is a valuable partner to banks such as Commerzbank, which has put great emphasis

on increasing its role as a trade services bank for Eastern Europe, and has established strong

trade finance relationships with local banks – as evidenced by our ninth consecutive award for

Most Active Confirming Bank under the EBRD’s Trade Facilitation Programme. Certainly, an

effective partnership between banks and the EBRD, combining products and services, can

support the existing fruitful export/import trade, as well as the growth possibilities that are

evolving for corporates East and West.

 

Per Fischer is head of financial institutions CEE, Russia, CI, Baltics and Turkey at Commerzbank –

a position he has held for 10  years. Since joining the bank in 1985 his career has focused on

these regions and has included roles such as deputy representative for Moscow and Kiev and

area manager for CIS, Baltic States and Mongolia. In addition, Per Fischer is deputy chairman of

the board of the German Kazakh Society; a member of the board of the German-Ukrainian

forum and the German-Russian forum; and a member of the supervisory board of

Commerzbank Eurasija.
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